M&A
TRENDS
2020
Fueled by cash reserves and a
low interest rate environment,
deal makers anticipate merger and
acquisition (M&A) activity will continue
at an active pace in 2020, extending
seven years of heady growth and
record-setting activity.

KEY FINDINGS INCLUDE...
VOLUME
Almost two-thirds of all respondents (63 percent) foresee deal activity increasing over the next
12 months – down from last year when 79 percent said the number of deals would increase.

63%
4%
VALUE

Pecentage of all respondents predict deal volume
will decrease over the same period of time.

41%

97%
Number of
respondents that
expect deal sizes
to stay the same
or increase.

Of corporate and
PEI respondents
say deal size will
stay the same.

2%
Say deal size will
decrease.

And, what will companies do in the event of an economic downturn?

45 percent say they
would be aimed at
maintaining competitive
positioning.

31 percent say
they would seek out
undervalued assets.

Smaller numbers say
they would seek inorganic
growth (14 percent), divest
non-core assets (5 percent),
or seek liquidity (5 percent).

OTHER TRENDS:
of corporate respondents expect to
pursue divestitures in 2020, the second
highest level in the past four years.

23%

What do you expect to be the primary form
of portfolio exits in the market as a whole over
the next 12 months? (private equity only)
Strategic sale

IPO

52%

Sale to another PEI

43%

42 percent of all respondents surveyed
say their deal making would increase,
either somewhat or significantly, in the
event of an economic downturn.

Survey respondents indicate fewer of their deals will involve
acquiring targets operating principally in foreign markets.

Corporate firms are leaning on the following M&A strategies...

12%

Seeking deals that will help us acquire new (to us) technology

9%

Doing deals to add to product portfolio

To drive value for their portfolio companies, PEIs will employ...
Revenue improvement strategies

Growth strategies

22% 16%
Despite the strong deal environment, some transactions
continue to fall short of generating their expected value or ROI.
The top three reasons economic forces (43%), market or sector
forces (30%), and expected sales did not materialize (30%).

Deal makers are most
interested in intra-industry
and sector convergence.
However, interest in
technology deals cuts
across many sectors:

14%

Manufacturing companies

13%

Consumer companies

8%

Energy & resources companies
Financial services companies
LSHC companies

7%

6%

Of corporate
respondents say
shareholder activism
is impacting their
M&A strategy and
execution.

Digital tools
and accelerators
are impacting M&A
transactions by:

53%

Providing
additional
insights to
the model

Of corporate
respondents say
their boards actively
oversee M&A activity.

51%

Minimizing risks/
uncertainties
through more
analysis in the
diligence phase
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